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Around Manor

Featured on Foodie Friday
Good Luck Grill was featured on KVUE’s Foodie Friday with Bryan Mays. Good Luck Grill in Manor offering quality home cooking to go “Like other restaurants in the area, they’ve had to close their dining room because of coronavirus, but their grill and kitchen are going strong. The Good Luck Grill has discounted its family meals, […]


Top Unassuming, Undiscovered, Hole-in-the-Wall Restaurant Manor
Good Luck Grill was recently featured on OnlyinYourState.com in an article titled “11 Unsuspecting Restaurants in Texas With Food So Good It Should Be Illegal”.  It lists some great restaurants in Texas that are unassuming, but “will blow your mind.” Thank you Only In Texas. We appreciate your recognition of “Seriously Good Food”! See the full article […]


Manor Gardeners Club 2015 Schedule
Manor Gardeners is a group of Manor and surrounding area residents who share an interest in gardening.  They meet once a month on the 2nd Saturday of the month.  Their meetings are open to anyone who shares the love of gardening and they often meet at the Good Luck Grill.  Below is their schedule for […]


Wimberley Flood Relief 2015
Wimberley Flood Relief 2015 Hosted by Ron Beer with special guest, Bob Cheevers at Good Luck Grill Friday 6/5/15 6-9pm. Ron Beer of Canada loves Texas and has a soft spot in his heart for Central Texas including Wimberley.  After spending time in Wimberley last summer, he wanted to do something to help with the […]
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